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BAT Kenya released a set of disappointing numbers for FY 16. The company
hosted an investor briefing today. Profit after Tax declined 15% to Kes 4.2 Bn on
the back of increases in excise duty and VAT. A 24 % increase in excise duty and
VAT saw Net revenues decline 11% to Kes 19.9 Bn. The Board declared a total
dividend of Kes 43 which was 7% lower than the previous year.
Gross revenues increased 2% to Kes 36.7 Bn, buoyed by a 7% increase in
domestic revenues. The increase in domestic gross revenues was due to changes
in pricing following the implementation of the new excise bill 2015.
Management indicated that local volumes actually declined during the year, due
to the pricing effects of the new bill. BAT products are categorized in 4 products
segments. Premium, aspiring premium, value and low price. Amongst the 4
product categories, value products which include Sportsman and SM saw the
biggest decline in volumes due to down trading to low price products. Premium
products saw volume increase after the company introduced new products
during the year. Despite the decrease in volumes, management noted that they
were able to acquire 1.24% of the market share during the year.
The exports markets saw 11% decline in revenues following low volume sales.
This was occasioned by the drought that hit Somaliland in 2015 which is one of
their biggest export markets. The political and economic uncertainty in the DRC
also contributed heavily to the decline in export volumes. The cut rug business
was reported to be on a slow recovery currently selling 1.1 million KGs valued at
about USD 8.8Mn (Kes 906 million). Egypt is currently their principal market for
cut rug. Currently revenue is split 56: 44 between domestic and exports.
Profitability was also affected by a one off reorganization cost of Kes 340 Million.
Operational costs however declined 9%, to Kes 13.3 Bn to offer some reprieve to
declining net revenues. Management attributed this to stringent cost
management, productivity and overhead savings. The company was able to
deliver productivity savings of Kes 686 mn. This was mainly attributed to







Price negotiations and change in specifications of wrapping materials-Kes
207 mn
Savings in IT supplies, spare parts etc.-Kes 255Mn
5% reduction in energy usage-Kes 80mn
Logistical efficiencies-Kes 36Mn
And substitutions between local and imported leaf-Kes 47Mn

Cash generated from operations improved 40% to Kes 8 Bn on the back of
improved working capital efficiencies.
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Downside potential
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Dividend Yield

5%
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765 - 920

•

Profit after tax decline 15%

•

24% increase in excise & VAT

•

11% decline in Net revenues

•

9% reduction in operating costs
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Outlook
Management notes that Domestic volumes stabilized towards the end of 2016. They therefore expect
volumes to remain stable in 2017 with a slight upward bias. For the export market, the challenges
affecting their principal export markets are yet to wade off. The drought situation in Somali land is still
persisting, while political instability in DRC continues to affect consumption patterns negatively.
Following the decision by the mother company to shut down the Uganda, Rwanda and Malawi factories,
some new opportunities have emerged in the region. The company is looking into ways of venturing in
Tanzania although Management admits that the barriers to entry for Kenyan companies are unfairly
high.
Management is also anticipating for more regulations in 2017. Tobacco Control Law 2014 for instance is
still under implementation and is a key source of uncertainty in the industry. The excise bill has however
been simplified in structure and is now well predictable and easy to plan for due to the excise indexing,
meaning future excise increments will be benchmarked to a known metric (inflation in this case).
Valuation
With low capital expenditures and high dividend payout (89%), we categorize BAT as a mature company
with limited growth prospects. We therefore expect flat earnings growth in 2015 due to lack of volume
growth and wading effects of cost cutting measures. In our IOC for BAT, we estimated the fair value of
BAT at Kes 587 per share which represents a 35% downside from the current price of Kes 900 Per share.
Click on this link the full IOC. BAT is currently trading at a P/E of 18.56 and a dividend yield of 5%.
Management comments
On BAT PLC
•
•

BAT Plc is looking to increase its stake in RJ Reynolds from 48% to 100% at a cost of USD 48 bn
(Kes 4.9 Trillion)
Transaction expected to close in Q3 2017

On the operating environment




Consumption power on the decline due to higher taxes and persistent inflation
Kenya’s regulation on Tobacco is very active
BAT supported the new excise structure but disagree with the level of taxation

On exports




Severe drought in Somaliland reduced consumption
Political turmoil in DRC is negatively affecting consumption
Tanzania is an attractive market but their exists some illegal and unfair barriers to entry for
Kenyan companies
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On Operations




The company has had 4 years without an accident
Energy consumption down 5%
The company retrenched 20-50 people in 2016 due to improved efficiencies

On regulation



It is uncertain whether the 2% turnover tax will be charged on Gross sales on Net sales
BAT went ahead with implementing the picture graphics on their products

On Illicit trade




The illicit trade market share is hard to measure
BAT estimates it to be 5% in 2016 and growing
Illicit trade is highest in western Kenya in Towns bordering
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Research Disclosure
Though utmost care has been taken in the preparation of this report, we do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information
contained herein nor will AIB Capital Ltd be held liable for the information contained herein.
The views expressed in this report are solely those of the Research Department and are subject to change without notice.
The information in this report is not an offer for the sale or purchase of any security. This document should only be considered a single factor
used by investors in making their investment decisions.
This publication may not be distributed to the public media or quoted or used by the public media without prior and express written consent of
AIB Capital Ltd.

NOTICE TO US INVESTORS
This report was prepared, approved, published and distributed by AIB Capital Limited Company located outside of the United States (a non-US
Group Company”). This report is distributed in the U.S. by LXM LLP USA, a U.S. registered broker dealer, on behalf of AIB Capital Limited only to
major U.S. institutional investors (as defined in Rule 15a-6 under the
U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”)) pursuant to the exemption in Rule 15a-6 and any transaction effected by a U.S.
customer in the securities described in this report must be effected through LXM LLP USA.
Neither the report nor any analyst who prepared or approved the report is subject to U.S. legal requirements or the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc. (“FINRA”) or other regulatory requirements pertaining to research reports or research analysts. No
non-US Group Company is registered as a broker-dealer under the Exchange Act or is a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority,
Inc. or any other U.S. self-regulatory organization.
Analyst Certification. Each of the analysts identified in this report certifies, with respect to the companies or securities that the individual
analyses, that (1) the views expressed in this report reflect his or her personal views about all of the subject companies and securities and (2) no
part of his or her compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly dependent on the specific recommendations or views expressed in this
report. Please bear in mind that (i) AIB Capital Limited is the employer of the research analysts responsible for the content of this report and (ii)
research analysts preparing this report are resident outside the United States and are not associated persons of any US regulated broker-dealer
and that therefore the analysts are not subject to supervision by a US broker-dealer, and are not required to satisfy the regulatory licensing
requirements of FINRA or required to otherwise comply with US rules or regulations regarding, among other things, communications with a
subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account. Important US Regulatory Disclosures on Subject
Companies. This material was produced by Analysis AIB Capital Limited solely for information purposes and for the use of the recipient. It is not
to be reproduced under any circumstances and is not to be copied or made available to any person other than the recipient. It is distributed in
the United States of America by LXM LLP USA and elsewhere in the world by AIB Capital Limited or an authorized affiliate of AIB Capital Limited.
This document does not constitute an offer of, or an invitation by or on behalf of AIB Capital or its affiliates or any other company to any
person, to buy or sell any security. The information contained herein has been obtained from published information and other sources, which
AIB Capital Limited or its Affiliates consider to be reliable. None of AIB Capital Limited accepts any liability or responsibility whatsoever for the
accuracy or completeness of any such information.
All estimates, expressions of opinion and other subjective judgments contained herein are made as of the date of this document. Emerging
securities markets may be subject to risks significantly higher than more established markets. In particular, the political and economic
environment, company practices and market prices and volumes may be subject to significant variations. The ability to assess such risks may
also be limited due to significantly lower information quantity and quality. By accepting this document, you agree to be bound by all the
foregoing provisions.
LXM LLP USA assumes responsibility for the research reports content in regards to research distributed in the U.S. LXM LLP USA or its affiliates
has not managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for the subject company in the past 12 months, has not received compensation
for investment banking services from the subject company in the past 12 months, does not expect to receive and does not intend to seek
compensation for investment banking services from the subject company in the next 3 months. LXM LLP USA has never owned any class of
equity securities of the subject company. There are not any other actual, material conflicts of interest of LXM LLP USA at the time of the
publication of this research report. As of the publication of this report LXM LLP USA, does not make a market in the subject securities.
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